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Ionization-excitation of helium by fast charged particles
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Probabilities and cross sections for ionization plus excitation in helium produced by fast heavy-particle impact have been evaluated. In these calculations, contributions from shake-off, time ordering, and independent interactions of the frozen-target electrons with the projectile are included. A comparison is made to recent experimental observations for the ratio of excitation-ionization to single-ionization total cross sections. A comparison is also made to calculations of excitation-ionization by fast electron impact.

PACS number(s): 34.50.Fa

Two-electron transitions in fast collisions with charged projectiles have been studied by various groups in the past several years both theoretically [1–7] and experimentally [8–12]. These studies yield information on the dynamics of the electron-electron interaction since two-electron transitions are dominated by the electron-electron interaction in very fast collisions. At moderately fast velocities, two-electron transitions may be described [1] in terms of a coherent sum of first- and second-order terms in a Born expansion in the interaction strength (i.e., projectile charge) Z. The square of such a first- plus second-order amplitude yields a Z^2 contribution to physical observables such as transition probabilities and cross sections. Since the uncorrelated contribution to the second-order amplitude does not contribute the Z^3 term, such observable Z^2 effects may also be classified as dynamic correlation effects.

A two-electron transition that has been recently observed [11,12] is ionization accompanied by excitation in helium when it is scattered from a charged particle. Calculations of this two-electron transition have been reported at low to moderate collision velocities by Rudge [13] and by Raeker et al. [14]. In this paper we report calculations of excitation-ionization in helium by impact of fast charged particles ranging from asymptotically large velocities where double to single cross section ratios tend to a constant to moderately high velocities where Z^2 terms occur.

For the calculation of the ionization-excitation cross section of the helium by charged particle impact we treat the projectile as a classical particle with a straight line trajectory, \( \vec{R}(t) = \vec{b} + \vec{v}t \), and treat the electronic evolution separately [15]. The interaction of the projectile with the two electrons

\[
V(t) = V_1(t) + V_2(t)
\]

is considered as a perturbation. Instead of the exact unperturbed Hamiltonian of the two electrons, namely,

\[
H^0_{\text{exact}} = -\frac{1}{2} \left( \nabla_1^2 + \nabla_2^2 \right) - \frac{Z_T}{r_1} - \frac{Z_T}{r_2} + \frac{1}{r_1 r_2},
\]

the initial state is approximately described by a sum of one-electron Hartree-Fock Hamiltonians. For the final state, because of the change in the screening, the Hamiltonian is taken,

\[
H^0 = -\frac{1}{2} \left( \nabla_1^2 + \nabla_2^2 \right) - \frac{Z_T}{r_1} + \frac{1}{2} \left( \nabla_1^2 + \nabla_2^2 \right) - \frac{Z_T}{r_2},
\]

Here electron 1 is the ejected one and is in the screening potential of electron 2, but the excited electron is not screened in the final state. Because in the initial state we have two electrons in the same (1s) state, the effect of electron symmetry may be ignored.

The first-order amplitude, with a single interaction with the projectile is

\[
a^{(1)} = -i \langle f^\text{ex}_2 | i \rangle \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} d\tau e^{i E_0 t} \langle f^\text{ex}_1 + f^\text{ex}_2 - E_0 | V_1(t) | i \rangle - i \langle f^\text{ex}_1 | i \rangle \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} d\tau e^{i E_0 t} \langle f^\text{ex}_1 + f^\text{ex}_2 - E_0 | V_2(t) | i \rangle,
\]

where \( i \) stands for the initial state, and \( f^\text{ex}_1 \) and \( f^\text{ex}_2 \) stand for the final excited and continuum states, respectively. \( \epsilon^\text{ex}_1 \) and \( \epsilon^\text{ex}_2 \) are the final energies of the electrons, while \( E_0 \) is the ground-state energy of the helium. Because the initial and final states have different Hamiltonians, the overlap integrals in (4) can be nonzero. However, for the excitation of the \( p \) states, only the overlap with the continuum is nonzero. This first-order term in the amplitude can be regarded as a shake-off contribution.

In our second-order term the transition is caused by two consecutive projectile-electron interactions. We keep track of the time ordering: the energy transfer to the individual electron depends on the order of the interactions [16]. If the excitation occurs first, followed by an ionization, the energy transfer to the excited electron is \( \Delta E^\text{ex} \), and the ionization potential is \( \Delta E_0 - \Delta E^\text{ex} \). If the ionization is first, then the ionization potential is \( \Delta E^\text{ion} \) and the excitation energy is \( \Delta E_0 - \Delta E^\text{ion} \). Here \( \Delta E_0 = \epsilon^\text{ex}_2 - E_0 \) is the total energy transfer without the continuum state energy, and \( \Delta E^\text{ex} \) and \( \Delta E^\text{ion} \) are the experimental single ionization and excitation energies.

The second-order amplitude may now be written as follows:
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\[ a^{(2)} = - \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} dt e^{i(\Delta E_0 - \Delta E^{\text{ion}}) t} \langle f_2^{ex} | V_2(t) | i_2^2 \rangle \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} dt' e^{i(\Delta E^{\text{ion}} + \Delta E^{ex}) t' \langle f_1^{ex} | V_1(t') | i_1 \rangle} \]

\[ - \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} dt e^{i(\Delta E_0 - \Delta E^{ex}) t} \langle f_1^{ex} | V_1(t) | i_1 t \rangle \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} dt' e^{i(\Delta E^{ex}) t' \langle f_2^{ex} | V_2(t') | i_2 \rangle}. \]  

(5)

The wave functions in the matrix element for the first interaction in time are calculated in the initial-state Hamiltonian. In the matrix element for the second interaction the wave functions are calculated in the final-state Hamiltonian. This second-order contribution is often referred to as the two-step 2 (TS2) amplitude.

For a given final state the first-order amplitude is purely real or purely imaginary. The second-order amplitude, because of the time-ordering term, is complex. Interference occurs between first-order and second-order amplitudes, so we obtain different cross sections for positively and negatively charged projectiles.

The cross section can be calculated by integrating the square of the amplitude over the impact parameters

\[ \sigma = 2 \int |a^{(1)} + a^{(2)}|^2 d^2 b, \]  

(6)

where the factor 2 stands for the two possible equivalent final states: electron 1 in continuum and 2 excited or 2 in continuum and 1 excited.

Figure 1 shows our calculated ionization-excitation cross sections for the 2p state of the helium by charged particle impact compared to the experimental data [17] and the theoretical results of Rudge [13]. Our cross sections for positive and negative projectiles differ only by a maximum of 8%, although in the experimental data for protons and electrons there are differences up to a factor of 2. The absolute values of our cross sections are about two times lower than the experimental data for protons. At very high velocities we expect cross sections for \( p^+, p^-, e^-, \) and \( e^+ \) to approach the same limit [1]. This limit is expected to be correctly described by a first-order term in \( Z \), but complete to all orders in the electron-electron interaction. When a comparison with the theoretical calculations of Rudge is made, it is clear that for higher velocities (above 4 a.u.), when our semiclassical approximation is valid for electrons, our results are lower.

In our calculations the TS2 contribution is dominant up to a velocity of 15 a.u. of the projectile. Above this velocity the shake-off contribution is higher. At 80 a.u. velocity the TS2 becomes only 3% of the shake-off cross section. Probably, the main reason for our results being below the experimental data is the neglect of the configuration interaction in the initial state.

We have made estimates for the importance of the configuration interaction (CI) contribution in the initial state, using a different code [18]. The second-order and the shake-off amplitudes are not too sensitive to the inclusion of configurations other than the basic configuration, but by the inclusion of a configuration with a large overlap with the final 2p state, the first term in Eq. (4) may contribute. This term can be interpreted as a shake-up amplitude. For the wave function described in Ref. [18], for high velocities, the shake-up term is 80% of the shake-off amplitude. However, the shake-up contribution to the amplitude is very sensitive to the CI wave function used, and is roughly proportional to the coefficient of the configuration exhibiting a large overlap with the final 2p state. Different CI wave functions can give

![FIG. 1. Cross sections for the ionization and excitation of the 2p state of helium by charged particle impact as a function of the projectile velocity. The solid line represents our calculation for protons; the dashed line for antiprotons. The theoretical results of Rudge [13] are represented by the dotted line. Experimental data are from Bruch [17].](image1)

![FIG. 2. Ratio of the ionization and excitation of the 2p state cross section for helium to the single ionization cross section as a function of the projectile velocity. The solid line represents theoretical results for protons; the dashed line for antiprotons. Experimental data are for protons, and are taken from Bruch [17].](image2)
shake-up amplitudes differing by up to a factor of 2.

In Fig. 2 is plotted the ratio of the ionization-excitation cross section to single ionization. In the high-velocity limit our ratio tends to a constant value of about 0.95%. It is possible that the correct asymptotic value is as much as a factor of 2 larger than our value because of the neglect of some configuration interaction in initial and final states in our calculation.

In summary, we have calculated the ionization-excitation cross section of helium impacting on fast charged particles, taking into account both first-order and second-order processes, and keeping track of the time ordering. We obtain a small difference in cross sections for positively and negatively charged particle impact, but our calculated difference is lower than the factor of 2 difference observed. Our calculated sign is in agreement with observation. The absolute values of the cross sections are about two times lower than the experimental data. The reason for this discrepancy could be our neglect of some electron-electron effects in the initial and final states.
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